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I am very interested in images, their creation and ability to manipulate as well
as the message that is ultimately transmitted. My research lies primarily in
images, the fast mass media, and movements in the crowd. I analyze and
translate my observations by drawings and objects or performatively, I work
experimentally and with mixed media. Thematically I stick to border areas,
explore my own and foreign limitations, the abysses of human representation
and their metamorphosis into new beings.
Traveling is a great passion of mine, but I have a bad memory, so pictures are
immensely important to me, a snapshot of the world through a small toy box. I
try to find ways to create my personal memories that last and are more than
just a photo of my whereabouts. This resulted in videos with performative
elements, for example in the private and protected area of my own room in a
public hotel. By disrupting the space with my body, I am touching an area that
challenges my personal and physical limits. I am looking for the perfect memory
and therefore I am also ready to do the ridiculous to give a special moment
more than a name and a time, but also an ambience that contains my feelings.

S T A T E M E N T



A series of photos of sponge figures carved with nail scissors
during the months of COVID-19 restrictions. At home these
months felt like an imposed isolation and although work in the
home office was possible, I felt like I was mutating into a virtual
existence where there were no more people, only beings staring
into a void.

Hole in the head

7 Photos
2020/21





A memory that was created for one specific day in Berlin, where
was afraid, that I would otherwise forget all about it. The pillow is
not only a soft cloud for my heavy head, but also a medium that
comforts in case of doubts.

Solace of the pillow

Video (16×9, 3:03 min)
Berlin, 2020

https://vimeo.com/529721557

https://vimeo.com/529721557




Manipulation as an instrument of power fascinates me since the
last few years. Since the outbreak of COVID-19 I have focussed
intensely on the development, the spreading of the infection, the
reporting, the number of newly infected persons and the
controversial expert opinions. After a couple of weeks I realized,
although I believed to be an objective observer, that the
changing situation slowed down my artistic creativity and
reduced my freedom of movement.
To escape this downwards spiral, I started to draw. The radical
‘beautiful coloring’ as desirable virtue reminds me of my
childhood and reflects today the powerless-ness towards the
current situation.

Between the lines

50+ Drawings, A4, 2020





Creating a souvenir by means of the special surrounding, the
choice of found objects (ventilators) and an element, which is a
selected property (torch).

Whilst the light is direct and hard pathmaker, the air breaks up
the serious mood of the scene. A long lasting memory will most
probably be something, which includes something exceptional.

Nowhere is like this

Video (16×9, 6:46 min)
London, 2019

https://vimeo.com/383859236

https://vimeo.com/383859236




Memory is a fascinating topic, everybody can immediately
remember extremely happy, sad or special moments, meaning
emotional events, but at the same time also rather banal things
get stuck. The hotel room in the video was a place, that had a
very special charisma for me and made me wistful, but at the
same time happy as well. I wanted to capture this moment and
was wondering how far I should go to deliberately generate such
memories, should I tell something exciting about this place or
just say nice words without a deeper meaning, can I even do
funny or even ridiculous things?

Souvenir of a random 
place

Video (16×9, 3:15 min)
Gothenburg, Sweden, 2019

https://vimeo.com/382748122

https://vimeo.com/382748122




Skagaströnd is a small and quiet place in the north of Iceland,
which used to play an important role in the fish industry until
1960. Today it houses around 550 inhabitants, which were hard
to spot.
On my excursions I found plastic wrapping sheet and artificial
string in a field nearby. At the same time I received a small parcel
from Iceland, which was excessively packed in bubble wrap and
shiny black foil. I decided to use all of this material in my video by
creating four different head garments out of it.
Whilst the plastic itself has no high value, it usually wraps up
something valuable. By creating the head garment out of the
waste it has become, I revalued the plastic. The head garments
represent the developing process of rethinking and walking
barefoot was a decision I made to capture this island and the
respect for the nature.

The only correct way 
to place your foot

Installation with 4 head garments and video screening (16×9, 6:06 min) 
Skagaströnd, Icleand

2019
https://vimeo.com/367726225

https://vimeo.com/367726225




2021

2019

Exhibition Corona-Call Visarte (open)

What is left of memories, performance, german and french, at Satellit M54, Nord 

Théâtre, Saint Louis, France at the REGIONALE 20

The only correct way to place your foot, video performance, 16×9, 6:06 min and 

display of head garments at HSLU, Emmenbrücke and NES, Skagaströnd, Iceland

Wie Cham zur Schweizer Touristendestination Nummer Eins wurde, installation 

with video 16×9, 4:59, book, cookies, Papieri Cham, Cham

Don’t mess with my Bikini, performance, german, at ACT Performance Festival in 

Basel Messehalle 2

2018 The messenger, performance, german in Emmenbrücke, (ort)

Walk in comfort, HD digital video with sound, 16×9, 4:02 at the Institute of 

Contemporary Arts (ICA), Lasalle College of the Art in Singapore

Performance no 5, performance without audience in Zurich

..and beyond, series of performances, ACT Performance Festival in Zurich 

Europabrücke, Bern Dampfzentrale, Sierre Usego, Basel Mitte

2017 Apocalypse Now, installation in Stansstad, Whua

Hot Hot Hot, performance, english in Neuchâtel, MÂT Espace d’art

Tauchgang, performance, german in Widnau, POP UP Galerie

Radio breed, series of aquarelles in Widnau, POP UP Galerie

Hot Hot Hot, performance, german at ACT Performance Festival in Basel, 

Lehmhaus Merian Gärten

Deep Dive, performance, english, ACT Performance Festival in Zurich, ZHDK

Tauchgang, performance, german, ACT Performance Festival in Luzern, HSLU

2016 Nightmares, paintings in Teufen, Zeughaus

2015 Manipulations, installation in St.Gallen, NextEx

Exhibitions/Performances

2019 4 week artist residency in Skagaströnd, Iceland (self sponsored)

2018 3 week artist residency in Singapore; Research and Tropical Lab at the Lasalle 

College of the Arts (half self sponsored)

Artist Residency

2016 - 2019 Master of Arts Hochschule Luzern/FZH in Fine Arts with Major Image Practices 

(MIP)

2013 - 2016 Dipl. Gestalterin HF bildende Kunst, Schule für Gestaltung, St. Gallen

2012 - 2013 Studienjahr Kunst, Schule für Kunst und Design Zürich

1987 - 1990 Eidg. dipl. Chemielaborantin, Institut für Anorganische Chemie, Basel

1981 - 1982 Vorkurs, Schule für Gestaltung, Basel

Education
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